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Abstract—Previous work has introduced a Cloud platform
model and budget-aware static algorithms to schedule stochastic
workflows on such platforms. In this paper, we compare the
performance of these algorithms obtained via simulation and via
execution on an actual platform, Grid’5000. We focus on DIET, a
widely used workflow engine, and detail the extensions that were
implemented to conduct the comparison. We also detail additional
code that we made available in order to automate and to ease the
reproducibility of such experiments.
DIET; static workflow scheduling; Cloud platform.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Public Cloud has emerged as an interesting tool for scientists,
offering an infrastructure adaptable on demand, with a variety of available options and performances. Multiple workflow
engines for Cloud platforms have been designed, with more
and more functionalities [1] [2] [3]. These workflow engines
aim at helping users to pick the most appropriate resources for
their intended work, in terms of the number and characteristics
of the Virtual Machines (VMs) selected for execution. The
main objective is to enable easy-to-produce applications while
guaranteeing that, given a constrained budget, rented resources
are used up to the maximum of their capacity.
In [4], we described a Cloud platform model, and we detailed and compared several static budget-aware scheduling
algorithms in an extensive simulation campaign. One major
objective of this work is to further validate the conclusions of
the simulation study by conducting real-life experiments with
the same scientific workflows on the French national validation
platform Grid’5000 [5] and assess the accuracy of simulation
results on a real-life platform. Additional contributions are the
evolution of DIET (Distributed Interactive Engineering Toolbox) to handle static scheduling, and a tool that automatically
generates DIET code to execute the target workflows.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first study
related work in Section II. Then, in Section III, we introduce
the DIET middleware and describe the new DIET functionalities. In Section IV, we overview the budget-aware algorithms
that we aim at comparing. Section V details the experimental
framework. Results are reported in Section VI, with a comparison analysis between real executions on Grid’5000 and the
corresponding simulations.

II. R ELATED WORK
A. Workflow engines
Many scientific applications from various disciplines are
structured as workflows [6]. Informally, a workflow can be seen
as the composition of a set of basic operations that have to be
performed on a given input data set to produce the expected
scientific result. For a long time, the development of complex
middleware with workflow engines [7], [2], [3] has automated
workflow management. For example, the Pegasus Workflow
Management System [3] maps workflows on resources until
a given horizon beyond which it considers pre-scheduling is
inefficient, and allows its users to plug their own scheduling
algorithms if needed. Steep [8] comes along its own way to
schedule workflows, submitting complete process chains to its
remote agents, and supports cyclic workflows graphs. Apache
Airflow [9] is more oriented on accessibility to most users,
hence its focus on the user interface and the use of Python
to describe workflows or interact with the engine. In [10], the
authors summarize the key features of four production-ready
WMSs: Pegasus, Makeflow, Apache Airflow, and Pachyderm.
For this work, we focus on DIET [11] because of its practicality,
and the possibility to extend it with additional modules.
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) Clouds raised a lot of
interest recently thanks to an elastic resource allocation and
pay-as-you-go billing model. A Cloud user can adapt the execution environment to the needs of his application on a virtually
infinite supply of resources. While the elasticity provided by
IaaS Clouds gives way to more dynamic application models,
it also raises new issues from a scheduling point of view. An
execution now corresponds to a certain budget, which imposes
some constraints on the scheduling process. In [12], the authors propose a performance-feedback autoscaler that is budgetaware: using Apache Airflow, they tackle the same scheduling
problem as in this paper, but they focus on the auto-scaling
problem (allocating and de-allocating resources on the fly).
B. Budget aware static algorithms
Scheduling scientific workflows in cloud is a well-studied
domain [13], [14]. To the best of our knowledge, the closest
papers to the budget-aware algorithms with stochastic execution times that we designed in [4] and compare in this paper
are [15] and [16], which both propose workflow scheduling
algorithms (BDT in [15], CG/CG+ in [16]) under budget

constraints, but with a simplified platform model. As in our
previous work [17], we have extended BDT and CG/CG+
to enable a fair comparison with our algorithms. More recent
scheduling algorithms exist, but address different aspects of the
problem. For example, [18] aims at simultaneously minimizing
the cost and makespan of workflow executions, but they use
a simplified platform model without Cloud storage. Another
study [19] uses a platform closer to ours, but with a completely
different objective, namely the minimization of data transfers
(which should eventually reduce both makespan and cost too).
Finally, the workflows considered in [20] present an uncertainty
in task durations, but the authors schedule multiple workflows
at the same time instead of optimizing for a single workflow.

Scientific workflows are represented with a DAG (Directed
Acyclic Graph) G = (V, E), where V is the set of tasks
to schedule and E is the set of dependencies between tasks.
In this model, a dependency corresponds to a data transfer
between two tasks. Workflows are scheduled on an heterogeneous platform representing an IaaS Cloud, with a tarification
depending on the performances of the used machines, on the
amount of data transferred to and out of the Cloud, and on the
amount of time during which each machine has been used (see
Section IV-B for cost instances).

code of the target servers, hence this file has to be made
available before launching execution,
• The Mapping File (MF): a file giving the equivalence
between the name of the platform servers and their counterpart from the DSF. Each line gives a machine-server
equivalence, under the formulation <machine> <server>.
DIET will then follow the given schedule.
On a more technical level, it is not possible to specify in the
MADAG which server will receive a given task: the MADAG
leaves the duty of selecting a server to its MA, only sending it
the name of the services ready to be executed. To alleviate this
limitation, we exploit the fact that the MA uses the name of the
service to find which server can run it. In order to let the user
to be able to change the task-server attribution according to the
information gathered by the DIET agents, we choose to have the
servers declare their services twice. The first one is a regular
generic declaration, with a name identical to the one given in
the XML file describing the workflow, and the same for all the
servers able to run it. This allows the MADAG to get the list of
all the servers available to run a given service corresponding to
a task;The second one is specific to the new functionality and
has a name composed of the concatenation between the name
of the service as described in the XML file and the name of the
server. This local name is the one which will be used to send
the request once the server is chosen.

A. DIET workflow engine

C. Experiment-oriented tools

DIET is a well established workflow engine [11] [1]. A DIET
platform (Figure 1) consists of a hierarchy of agents (Master
Agents MA and Local Agents LA) scheduling the requests
addressed by a client and sending them to the appropriate
servers, the Servers Deamon (SeD). DIET users, following the
GridRPC paradigm, usually submit individual tasks, but it is
possible to submit a whole workflow.
In this case, the client sends the XML file which describes
its structure to a special agent, called a MADAG , which consequently manages task dependencies and handles ready tasks
submissions to the related MA. The MA dynamically determines which server will execute a request. A server first looks
for the files needed for the task execution, downloads them if
they are not already on the server, and then executes the request.

Given the large number of runs needed by the experiments,
we have developed a couple of tools to automate the creation
of the workflows meant to be executed on Grid’5000. We first
use a home-made simulator [21] to generate the schedules with
the selected algorithms. We then generate the corresponding
DIET workflows needed for our experiments with a home-made
workflow generator, OGMa [21].
Our simulator is based on simDAG [22]. It generates both
the static schedules given to DIET and the simulated results. Basically, it needs a description of the platform, the
DAX file (https://pegasus.isi.edu/documentation/development/
schemas.html) of the workflow, and the parameters of the
scheduling problem (budget, algorithms, etc.). It creates a
schedule, writes the mapping <task, VM> into a file intended
for OGMa, in the order of their attribution, as determined by
the chosen algorithm. Then, it simulates with simDAG the
execution of the given workflow on the given platform, using
the calculated mapping. Finally, it calculates and writes in a file
the resulting makespan, cost, and various other metrics.
Once the simulations done and the schedules calculated, we
used OGMa to generate the elements needed for the experiments on Grid’5000. Concretely, OGMa uses the given DAX
file describing the target workflow, along with information on
the focused platform and simulations, and the static schedule, to
write all files: the source files for the servers and the client, the
configuration files needed for every DIET entities, placeholder
files for the workflow, the DSF, the MF and the WDF.
We point out that, as DAX files do not give any details about
the real content of the tasks or the files they describe, OGMa
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B. Extending the MADAG for static scheduling
DIET was able to schedule workflows dynamically. We improved the MADAG to apply a static schedule given by a user.
From the user point of view, the client sends to the MADAG the
usual files needed for the execution of the workflow, plus files
describing the desired schedule:
• The Workflow Description File (WDF): the XML file
describing the workflow as in any DIET execution of
workflow,
• The Desired Schedule file (DSF): a file giving the desired
schedule. Each line gives the machine attributed to a task,
under the formulation <task> <server>. The order of the
tasks gives their priority, the first ones having the highest
priority. The static schedule is also used to write the

	
  (a) Architecture 1: Complete schedule from the

	
  (b) Architecture 2: Schedule is handled by the
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Figure 1: Two different architectures of the DIET workflow engine.

only creates placeholder files and tasks. If a user wants to use
OGMa as a tool to generate the raw structure of the workflow,
they will have to replace these placeholders with the actual code
for the tasks.
IV. B UDGET- AWARE SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS
Details on this section can be found in [4].
A. Workflow model
A workflow is represented with a DAG of stochastic tasks.
Tasks are not preemptive and must be executed on a single processor. In our model, we only know an estimation of the number
of instructions for each task. For lack of knowledge about the
origin of time variations, we assume that all the parameters
which determine the number of instructions forming a task are
independent. This resulting number is the weight wi of task Ti
and follows a truncated Normal law with mean wi and standard
deviation σi wi . Finally, to each dependency (Ti , Tj ) ∈ E is
associated an amount of data of size size(dTi ,Tj ).
B. Cloud platform model
There is only one datacenter, used by all processing units.
It is the common crossing point for all the data exchanges
between processing units: these units do not interact directly.
The processing units are VMs (Virtual Machines). They can
be classified in different categories characterized by a set of
parameters fixed by the provider. Some providers offer parameters of their own, such as the number of forwarding rules. We
only retain parameters common to the three providers Google,
Amazon and OVH: a VM of category k has nk processors, one
processor being able to process one task at a time; a VM has
also a speed sk corresponding to the number of instructions
that it can process per time unit, a cost per time-unit ch,k and an
initial cost cini,k ; all these VMs take an initial, and uncharged,
amount of time tboot to boot before being ready to process
tasks. Already integrated in the schedule computing process,
this starting time is thus not counted in the cost related to the
use of the VM. Without loss of generality (even if the VM is
paid for each used second), categories are sorted according to
hourly costs, so that ch,1 ≤ ch,2 · · · ≤ ch,nk . We expect speeds
to follow the same order, but do not make such an assumption.

Altogether, the platform consists of a set of n VMs of k
possible categories. Some simplifying assumptions make the
model tractable while staying realistic: (i) we assume that the
bandwidth is the same for every VM, in both directions, and
does not change throughout execution; (ii) a VM is able to store
enough data for all the tasks assigned to it: in other words,
a VM will not have any memory/space overflow problem, so
that every increase of the total makespan will be because of
the stochastic aspect of the task weights; (iii) initialization
duration is the same for every VM; (iv) data transfers take place
independently of computations, hence do not have any impact
on processor speeds to execute tasks; (v) a VM executes at most
one task at every time-step, but this task can be parallel and
enroll many computing resources (hence the execution time of
the task strongly depends upon the VM type).
We chose an “on-demand” provisioning system: it is possible
to deploy a new VM during the workflow execution. Hence
VMs may have different startup times. A VM v is started at
time Hstart,v and does not stop until all the data created by its
last computed task is transferred to the Cloud storage, at time
Hend,v .
C. Scheduling costs and objective
Tasks are mapped to VMs and locally executed in the order
given by the scheduling algorithm, such as those described in
Section IV-D. Given a VM v, a task is launched as soon as (i)
the VM is idle; (ii) all its predecessor tasks have been executed,
and (iii) the output files of those predecessors mapped onto
others VMs have been transferred to v via the Cloud storage.
a) Costs: The cost model is meant to represent generic
features out of the existing offers from Cloud providers
(Google, Amazon, OVH). The total cost of the whole workflow
execution is the sum of the costs due to the use of the VMs and
of the cost due to the use of the Cloud storage CCS . The cost Cv
of the use of a VM v of category kv is calculated as follows:
Cv = (Hend,v − Hstart,v ) × ch,kv + cini,kv

(1)

There is a startup cost cini,kv in Equation (1), and a term ch,kv
proportional to usage duration Hend,v − Hstart,v .
The cost for the Cloud storage is based on a cost per timeunit ch,CS , to which we add a transfer cost. This transfer cost is

computed with the amount of data transferred from the external
world to the Cloud storage (size(din,CS )), and from the Cloud
storage to the outside world (size(dCS,out )). In other words,
din,CS corresponds to data that are input to entry tasks in the
workflow, and dCS,out to data that are output from exit tasks.
Letting Hstart,f irst be the moment when we book the first VM
and Hend,last be the moment when the data of the last processed
task have entirely been sent to the Cloud storage, we define
Husage = Hend,last − Hstart,f irst as the total platform usage
during the whole execution. We have:
(size(din,CS ) + size(dCS,out )) × ctsf
(2)
+Husage × ch,CS
P
Altogether, the total cost is Cwf = v∈RV M Cv + CCS , where
RV M is the set of booked VMs during the execution.
b) Objective: Given a budget B and a platform P, the
objective is to minimize total execution time while respecting
the budget.
CCS =

D. The HEFTB UDG scheduling algorithm
HEFTB UDG (Algorithm 1) is a budget-aware extension of
HEFT [23]. This extension accounts both for task stochasticity
and budget constraints, while aiming at makespan minimization. Coping with task stochasticity is achieved by adding a certain quantity to the average task weight so that the risk of underestimating its execution time is reasonably low, while retaining
an accurate value for most executions. We use a conservative
value for the weight of a task T , namely wT + σT wT .
Algorithm 1 HEFTB UDG.
1: function HEFTB UDG(wf, Bcalc , P)
2:
s ← calcM eanSpeed(P)
3:
bw ← getBw(P)
4:
budgP T sk ← divBudget(wf, Bcalc , s, bw )
5:
L IST T ← getT asksSortedByRanks(wf, s, bw , lat)
6:
pot, newP ot ← 0
7:
for each T of L IST T do
8:
host ← getBestHost(T, budgP T sk[T ], P, newP ot)
9:
pot ← newP ot
10:
sched[T ] ← host
11:
schedule(T, host)
12:
update(UsedVM )
13:
end for
14:
return L IST T, sched
15: end function

In the beginning HEFTB UDG calls divBudget() (Algorithm 2): given the workflow wf , we first get the maximum
of total work (getMaxTotalWork(wf )) and the total amount
of data transfers (getMaxTotalTransfData (wf )) required to
execute the workflow, and we reserve a fraction of the budget
to cover the cost of the Cloud storage and VM initialization;
then we divide what remains, Bcalc , into the workflow tasks.
To estimate the fraction of budget to be reserved, assuming that
Bini denotes the initial budget:
• For the cost of the Cloud storage, we need to estimate
the duration Husage = Hend,last − Hstart,f irst of
the whole execution (see Equation (2)). To this purpose,

we consider an execution on a single VM of the first
(cheapest)
category, compute the total duration Wmax =
P
+ σT ) and let
(w
T
T ∈wf
Wmax
size(din,CS ) + size(dCS,out )
+
(3)
s1
bw
Altogether, we pay the cost of input/output data several
times: with factor ctsf for the outside world, with factor
ch,CS for the usage of the Cloud storage (Equation (3)),
and with factor ch,1 during the transfer of data to and
from the unique VM. However, there is no communication
internal to the workflow, since we use a single VM.
• For the initialization of the VMs, we assume a different
VM of the first category per task, hence we budget the
amount n × cini,1 .
Combining these two choices is conservative: on the one hand,
we consider a sequential execution, but account only for input
and output data with the external world, eliminating all internal
transfers during the execution; on the other hand, we reserve
as many VMs as tasks, ready to pay the price for parallelism,
at the risk of spending time and money due to data transfers
during the execution. Altogether, we reserve the corresponding
amount of budget and are left with Bcalc for the tasks.
This reduced budget Bcalc is shared among tasks in a proportional way: we estimate how much time tcalc,T is required to
execute each task T , transfer times included, and allocate the
corresponding part of the budget in proportion to the whole for
execution of the entire workflow tcalc,wf :
tcalc,T
× Bcalc
(4)
budgP T sk[T ] =
tcalc,wf
Husage =

size(d

)

pred,T
T
In Equation (4), we use tcalc,T = wT +σ
+
, where
s
bw
X
size(dpred,T ) =
size(dT 0 ,T )
(5)

(T 0 ,T )∈E

is the volume of input data of T from all its predecessors.
Similarly,
we use tcalc,wf = Wmax
+ dmax
s
bw , where dmax =
P
(Ti ,Tj )∈E size(dTi ,Tj ) is the total volume of data within the
workflow. Computed weights (wT + σT and Wmax ) are divided by the mean speed s of VM categories, while data sizes
(size(dpred,T ) and dmax ) are divided by the bandwidth bw
between VMs and the Cloud storage. Again, it is conservative to
assume that all data will be transferred, because some of them
will be stored in-place inside VMs, so there is here another
source of over-estimation of the cost. On the contrary, using the
average speed s in the estimation of the computing time may
lead to an under-estimation of the cost when cheaper/slower
VMs are selected.
This subdivided budget is then used to choose the best VM
to host each ready task by calling getTaskssortedbyranks(): the
best host for a task T will be the one providing the best Earliest
Finish Time (EFT) for T , among those respecting the amount
of budget BT allocated to T (considering all already used VMs
plus one fresh VM of each category).
HEFTB UDG reclaims any unused fraction of the budget
consumed when assigning former tasks: this is the role of the

Algorithm 2 Dividing the budget onto tasks.
1: function DIV B UDGET(wf, Bcalc , s, bw )
2:
Wmax ← getMaxTotalWork(wf )
3:
dmax ← getMaxTotalTransfData (wf )
4:
for each T of wf do
5:

budgP T sk[T ] ← Bcalc ×

6:
end for
7:
return budgP T sk
8: end function

size(dpred,T )
wT +σT wT
+
s
bw
Wmax
+ dmax
s
bw

variable pot, which records any leftover budget in previous
assignments. For some tasks, getBestHost() do not return the
host with the smallest EFT, but instead the host with the
smallest EFT among those that respect the allotted budget. The
complexity of HEFTB UDG is O((n + e)p), where n is the
number of tasks, e is the number of dependence edges, and p
the number of enrolled VMs. This complexity is the same as
for the baseline versions, except that p is not fixed a priori. In
the worst case, p = O(max(n, k)) because for each task we try
all used VMs, whose count is possibly O(n), and k new ones,
one per category.
E. Other scheduling algorithms
[4] details several budget-aware scheduling algorithms:
• M IN M IN B UDG ,
a
budget-aware
extension
of
M IN M IN [24], [25], the exact counterpart of HEFTB UDG.
• HEFTB UDG + and HEFTB UDG +I NV , aiming at exploiting the opportunity to re-schedule some tasks onto faster
VMs, thereby spending any budget leftover by the first
allocation, at a price of higher complexity. These refined
variants differ by the order in which tasks are considered,
and recompute the schedule after processing each task.
• HEFTB UDG M ULT , a trade-off version that reallocates the
leftover budget in a single pass: it finds makespans slightly
larger than those computed with HEFTB UDG +, but with
a time complexity close to HEFTB UDG.
Two competitors to the new budget-aware algorithms described above have also been simulated in [4], for the sake
of comparison. These are Budget Distribution with Trickling
(BDT [15]) and Critical Greedy (CG [16]). Both BDT and CG
schedule deterministic workflows, and CG does not take into
account communication costs. In [16], CG also comes with a
refined version CG+. BDT and CG/CG+ have been extended
to fit the model, so as to enforce fair comparisons.
V. E XPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK
We use the new DIET functionalities to execute the scheduling algorithms (Section IV) on Grid’5000, a French national
testbed supported by a scientific interest group hosted by Inria
and including CNRS, RENATER and several Universities as
well as other organizations [5]. For each workflow execution,
we used 31 homogeneous nodes from the grisou cluster
in Nancy (Intel Xeon E5-2630 v3 CPU 2.4 GHz ×8 cores).
The three different types of VMs (see Table I) needed for the
experiments have been emulated: a VM two times slower than

another one executes twice as many computations. We also run
the corresponding experiments with our simulator.
Table I: Parameters of the platform.
VM parameters
k=3
cini,= $0.00056
Speed s1 = 3.2 Gflops
Cost ch,1 = $0.118 per hour
Speed s2 = 6.4 Gflops
Cost ch,2 = $0.236 per hour
Speed s3 = 9.6 Gflops
Cost ch,3 = $0.354 per hour
Cloud storage
Cost per month
ch,CS = $0.022 per GB
Data transfer cost ctsf = $0.055 per GB
Bandwidth
bw
1GBps
Categories
Setup cost
Category 1
(Slow)
Category 2
(Medium)
Category 3
(Fast)

We used three types of workflows: M ONTAGE, L IGO and
C YBERSHAKE, generated with [26]. Given the large makespan
of these workflows (e.g., 33 hours for one C YBERSHAKE of
60 tasks scheduled with CG/CG+ [4]), we only ran small
instances with 30 tasks.
A. Simulations
We used the simulator described in Section III-C to obtain
both the static schedules to be evaluated on Grid’5000 and the
simulated results, with characteristics of the platform (bandwidth: 1Gb/s, performances of the VMs used as slowest type:
3.2Gf) experimentally measured on grisou.
B. Grid’5000 experiments
One needs to enforce that tasks have similar durations in the
simulations and in the experiments. In the workflow description
file, the amount of work of a task is given in seconds, when
the amount of data transferred between two tasks is given in
bytes. Thus for OGMa, a task consists of three phases: a phase
during which the input files are read, a phase during which an
amount of double floating-point additions is calculated based
on the task duration given in the DAX file and the information
provided about the used platform, and a phase during which the
output files are written.
SimDAG uses a fixed (but arbitrary) number to calculate a
number of flops based on the task duration in seconds given by
the DAX file. This arbitrary number did not correspond to the
VMs enrolled on Grid’5000. To preserve a similar ratio between
the time used to move data tdata,T and the time used to execute
a task tcalc_only,T in the real setup and in the simulation, we
modified the number of operations for each service according
to the observed characteristics of the platform.
In the simulator, the amount of time tcalc_only,T used to
execute the task T , composed of wT operations, on a reference
host of speed shost,simu operations per second, and without
wT
counting data transfers, is equal to tcalc_only,T = shost,simu
.
The amount of time tdata,T to transfer all the data needed to
execute T , for a total size of size(dpred,T ), with a bandwidth
size(dpred,T )
bw simu is equal to tdata,T = bw simu
. Hence the ratio to
wT
bw simu
preserve is rsimu = size(d
×
shost,simu .
pred,T )

Similarly, in the Grid’5000 execution, the ratio for a bandwidth bw g5000 and a reference host speed shost,g5000 , with the
same amount of transferred data size(dpred,T ) and a task T
wT ,g5000
×
composed of wT,g5000 operations is rg5000 = size(d
pred,T )
bw g5000
shost,g5000 .

Finally, we calculated the number of operations
needed to execute the task T on a reference host of Grid’5000
s
bw simu
as wT,g5000 = wT,simu × shost,g5000
× bw
. We used this
g5000
host,simu
number of operations to generate workflow tasks of appropriate
duration.
In the case of L IGO and C YBERSHAKE, instead of running an
equally long workflow as described in the DAX files, we chose
to generate one with the same shape (same tasks, dependencies
between tasks, proportion between data transfers and amount
of work for tasks), but whose malespan is made shorter, with
the application of a fixed coefficient to decrease the time of
execution of the workflows. As seen in Section VI, this has
close to no impact on the performance of the algorithms.
As per the execution itself with DIET, we used one VM to
run the client task, the MA, the MADAG agent and omniNames
(the naming service on which DIET relies to operate communication between its components), and one VM per server.
C. Experimental campaign
We have generated schedules: (i) for three workflow
types: C YBERSHAKE, L IGO and M ONTAGE; and (ii) for
ten scheduling algorithms: M IN M IN B UDG, HEFTB UDG,
HEFTB UDG M ULT, HEFTB UDG +, HEFTB UDG +I NV, BDT,
M IN M IN, CG, CG+ and HEFT. We have selected a range of
budget values which have an actual impact on the makespan.
For some of these budget values, a few algorithms are failing to
produce valid schedules. Here we define a valid schedule as a
schedule which successfully enforces the budget constraint.
We have executed, on Grid’5000 and on the simulator, 30
experiments per combination (budget × algorithm × workflow), and collected the makespan and cost of each execution.
The costs are calculated as in [4], with prices adapted to the
performances of the used VMs. The raw data, their treatment,
and the whole experimentation setup, are available in [21].
VI. R ESULTS
We first focus on the observation of makespan results from
real life experiments compared to their simulation. Even results
that spend more than the allocated budget are considered (in
other words, these results are produced by non-valid schedules).
Then we assess the accuracy of experimental costs conducted
with the M ONTAGE workflow, with a comparison between real
life experiments and their simulation, and in this case we restrict
to results under the given budget.
The experiments have been carried so that the generated
workflows are equivalent to their simulated counterpart, with
a fixed factor as only difference. For the sake of comparison,
and to highlight how similar the obtained results are between
the simulation and the execution on Grid’5000, we scale them
in the figures: M ONTAGE makespans are 4.6 times lower
than their simulation, L IGO ones are 49.06 times lower, and
C YBERSHAKE ones 6.9 times lower.

In Figure 2, we report the makespans obtained for each
type of workflow as a function of the available budget. The
first column represents the results obtained with the simulator.
The second column represents the results obtained from the
runs with DIET on Grid’5000. In most cases, the hierarchy
of algorithms in the DIET executions is the same as the one
in simulation. CG and CG+ obtain the highest makespans,
and HEFT, BDT and M IN M IN the lowest ones. Among the
budget-aware algorithms, M IN M IN B UDG gets most of the
time the highest makespans, but is inferior to the ones obtained with CG+. HEFTB UDG obtains the second highest
ones. HEFTB UDG + and HEFTB UDG +I NV find the schedules
with the lowest makespans. HEFTB UDG M ULT schedules have
makespans between HEFTB UDG and HEFTB UDG + ones.
While the results of simulation and real execution are very
similar for M ONTAGE and L IGO, there are some differences
for C YBERSHAKE. We guessed that these differences are due
to file transfers, and we reran the simulations with an infinite
bandwidth, but this had no impact. Still, overall, there is a pretty
good correspondence between simulations and actual runs.
Next, we focus on M ONTAGE workflows, and in Figure 3,
we report the costs and the percentage of valid solutions found
for M ONTAGE executions. In Figures 3a and 3b, we see the cost
of the execution of M ONTAGE workflows, both for simulations
and real executions, and they match almost perfectly. With
low budgets, two algorithms achieve very expensive schedules:
BDT and HEFT. They are followed by M IN M IN. All the other
budget-aware algorithms, spend twice less budget to make a
schedule. In addition, the higher the budget, the more optimization opportunities for budget-aware algorithms. For the highest
budgets used for our experiments, we make the following
observations: (i) HEFTB UDG + achieves the most expensive
schedules, even higher than the ones from HEFT and BDT
(but recall from Figure 2 that HEFTB UDG + needed a lower
initial budget than HEFT and BDT to find valid makespans);
(ii) HEFTB UDG, HEFTB UDG M ULT and HEFTB UDG +I NV
have a cost similar to HEFT (but achieve lower makespans);
(iii) Similarly, M IN M IN B UDG and M IN M IN schedules have
similar costs (and lower makespans for M IN M IN B UDG); and
(iv) The cheapest schedules come from CG and CG/CG+ (but
this is at the cost of a far larger makespan).
Figures 3c and 3d show the percentage of valid schedules
found by each algorithm, from simulations (left) and real-life
experiments (right). Only HEFTB UDG +I NV differs on the two
lowest budgets without a 100% valid schedules in real-life. We
know from [4] that this algorithm refines its schedule, leaving
only a small leftover budget, which explains the difference. On
each graph, we see that for the lowest budget, BDT, HEFT
and M IN M IN give no valid schedule, and for the second lowest
budget, BDT and HEFT still do not. All the other algorithms
give 100% valid solutions.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced a new scheduling functionality for DIET, and provided the user with a set of tools to
implement, and experiment with, static scheduling algorithms
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Figure 2: Makespans for M ONTAGE, C YBERSHAKE and L IGO workflows of 30 tasks, execution on simulation vs. Grid’5000.

for workflows. We then used this new functionality to compare
the executions of ten static algorithms for scientific applications
from the Pegasus benchmark, using both a simulator and the
testbed Grid’5000. Both types of experiments gave similar
results, validating the results obtained during the simulations
executed in [5] and DIET improvements.
Further work will be devoted to better understand the behavior of budget-aware algorithms on larger and more diverse
workflows, using the insights gained from both the similarities
and differences found in simulations and actual executions.
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